PLAY FOR PLANET

PRODUCT FEATURES
LOOK OVERVIEW
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The ultimate to and from piece perfect for a warm up while
training. Made with 100% recycled polyester on the main body
part that brings unrivalled comfort, with cord adjustable hood
and waist.
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WARP KNIT LONGSLEEVE - DY4182
The slim fit performance top warp knitted with ECONYL®
regenerated yarn provides a second-skin feel and zero
distraction. Open hole structure also helps to stay cool in the
studio.
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The key look features cutting-edge technology
including BOOST™ and Climachill, engineered
to meet dynamic training needs, while
designed with innovative materials including
recycled polyester and ECONYL® regenerated
yarn to make her better at what she does while
keeping the environment in mind.

LIGHT JACKET - EA2536
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RUN M20 SHORT – EA2196
Functional fit perfect for running as well as versatile training,
with made with recycled polyester that brings breathable
comfort during performance.
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ALPHASKIN TANK - EA2135
Tight fit and double knit fabric with Climachill hugs the natural
curves of the body and helps to keep cool. Finished with
ultrasonic seams and all-over Stella graphic print.
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Available to purchase from
July 2019
at adidas.com and stellamccartney.com.
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RUN BELT – DZ6820
Perfect for storing valuables during a run and workout, the run
belt is back in a seasonal Intense blue and black color.
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RUN CAP KNIT – DZ4855
Designed for outdoor training or running, knit technology from
the footwear range has been used allowing precise material
zoning for extra breathability and an improved fit.
PULSEBOOST HD S - G25877
Made with recycled polyester upper and stretchweb rubber
outsole which flexes to the way the foot hits the grounds. Built
on BOOST™, adidas’ most responsive cushioning ever.

